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About This Content

The Hustle Cat Soundtrack features 9 original tracks by Samm Neiland, a Karaoke version of the title song L U V, as well as
commentary provided by the artist himself! All tracks are presented in high quality MP3 format.
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Good game, but definitely not worth 5 bucks when you look at it today. Consider buying the Popcap Comlete Pack instead.. I
have had this game for several years now, and have never stopped loving it. I was not able to play it for a while because of that
craptastic mistake known as windows 8/8.1. There would be these stupid grey lines and the crosshairs on the scope would flicker
in and out, but as soon as I got my free windows 10 upgrade I've never been happier. Anyways more about the game. If you
want a good old fashion classic of a shooter Delta Force: Task Force Dagger is for you. I would recommend ANY of the Delta
Force games to even my worst enemy. Task Force Dagger is perfectly done. Sure sure the graphics are out dated and it doesn't
look like your Call of Retard Advanced Warfag, but have respect for this game. This game is pure gold, and honestly I don't
think a game like this can ever be done again, by anyone except Novalogic. More about the game. You can play as one of
several SpecOps teams from around the world. Force Recon, SAS, Ranger, Pararescue, C.I.A Special Activities Division.. the
flippin aussies. You are Vipper 33 and you are apart of Task Force Dagger, you mission is to shoot the duck out of abeebs
(terrorist, I call them abeebs) You go behind enemy lines, destroy communications, snag documents, destroy heavy weapons, all
while in (for it's day) stunning maps. The maps are HUGE. You can venture off anywhere and discover new areas. Honestly
once I was in the first mission I went to the terrorist command base and up on a mountain there was a whole nother facility that
wasn't even part of the mission, went there... terrorist don't know how to dodge. I've gone roaming through out the world and
have found random patrols of terrorist. I've discovered lakes. It's basicly kinda like Arma on the free roam Combat Mode,
except all the time. It's true there aren't a ton of missions, but honestly, once you buy this game, and you play it that first time...
you wont care. This game is worth constant replays. Even now when I'm busy playing BF4, DOOM BFG, all of these others, I
still can't help going back to this gold mine of a game.

10/10 - Uranus
9.5/10 Pluto
9.9/10 Mars
10/10 Mercury
10/10 Earth
10/10 Jupiter
10/10 Uncle Phil
9.6/10 Grandma
11/10 Your Mom.

. Didn't want to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the loli but I had to if not I die. I just wanna stay committed with Sirrah. Why must
I die ;-; . The "Good" Ending ended in a suspense tho so I expect a third episode (?) if not that ending would not make any
sense. Overall same comments for this game. Simple but good backgrounds. Nice artwork. Noticed a bit of glitch here and there
and also minor English translation errors. But still good I guess. Preferred the First Episode still tho.. EDIT: The game is no
longer "Vive-exclusive", but still isn't a good game.

This "Vive-exclusive'" edition of Gunjack was not designed for the Vive and is not enjoyable as a result. Instead of using the
controllers to aim, you aim with your head. The only thing you do with the controllers is press the triggers, which makes the
"Vive-exclusive" nature of this game a joke, since it would have worked just as well with a mouse or a keyboard or an NES
gamepad or anything that had two buttons on it.

Aiming with your head is not fun. The turret follows your head movement, so all you do is look at things and press the trigger.
What makes this more offensive is that in the opening cinematic for each level, you have free look as your character reaches
forward to grasp two control arms that you think are going to be represented by the controllers. The cinematic implies you can
aim the turret with your arms while looking around with your head. Nope, the turret is glued to your head and your arms do
nothing.
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Aiming with your head is not fun. I'll be taking a refund on this one, and won't try it again unless they add a proper control
setup. This is a shameless cash grab, and charging $10 for a Galaxy Gear game with no actual Vive features is ridiculous.. I got
this game few years ago when I was using Core 2 Duo E8400 CPU with Radeon HD7850 1GB graphics card. I, of course, didn't
expect much and it was even worse than I expected. Never the less, I got the game on sale and I decided to wait until I get better
PC. That graphics card died some time later and I upgraded to GTX 950. Experience was a tiny bit better, but still not really
playable. I decided to wait again.

Less then a month ago I got new PC. It is Ryzen 5 1600 with 16GB of RAM and GTX 1070 Ti. I installed the game, went
through that copy-paste activation of keys (I mean, it is kind of stupid that for the game that is available on the steam you still
have to manually activate game with provided key and do the same for all DLCs you might have) and got into main menu. There
were some graphical glitches, but nothing major. So I went into settings and changed default resolution which was 1280x1024
into my monitors native 1440p resolution. I clicked on save, adjusted settings and saved them too. But nothing changed. Of
course I thought, you have to restart the game for changes to take place but when I entered the game it was set to 720p. I
changed it again but I couldn't change it. Opening EngineSettings.ini that is located in documents just added to my confusion
since there were those two lines:
<ResolutionX>2560.00</ResolutionX>
<ResolutionY>1440.00</ResolutionY>

I decided to uninstall this game for good after that. Can't recommend even for a bit. Think of it as if you were the ship and this
game was an iceberg. Avoid it as wide as possible.
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The game is quite boring so i doubt i would've given it a positive review. I'll be extremely honest in this review. Slaughter me
street 1 ushered in a different style and was quite innovative in concept, slaughter me street2 I find does the exact same thing
and I personally believe that it's only a matter of time before this game erupts in popularity, it's slowly taking over youtube so
it's just a waiting game by now. I personally find graphics to be a little low in resolution but the gameplay alot with the clever
mechanics make up for it. It's amazing to see how far these developers have come and even though this game took a little while
longer then expected to release its ddefinitely worth it. Overall it's a great game and the developers have definitely outdone
themselves!. So many negative reviews and no mention of this working with a MIDI Yamaha keyboard made me nervous to buy
this.
But since Steam link did not relay the USB MIDI signals from the keyboard to my PC, I went ahead hoping this would fix the
issue.
And it does !!!
Worked right away, had to go to the VirtualHere setting on Steam link and I could see the keyboard showing up and I just had to
enable the sharing on that option.
Now my PC is in another room, the Steamlink+MIDI Keyboard+TV in another and my PlaygroundSessions software works
flawlessly!
Oh, just a note that I had to add the PlaygroundSessions softewware via the 'Add a non-Steam Game' option.

So worth the purchase!! Ideally though, this should be built-in to Steam link and not a separate purchase.. I HATE
EVERYTHING ABOUT THIS GAME!!!
1. Boss fights are ridiculously boring and not satisfying
2. Zombies or what the hell they are, I am just tired of killing these freaks every second of the game and they are dealing
unreasonable damage even you are dealing with same one
3. The plot is just a gibberish
4. Even you upgrade nothing is changing (not really effective) another nonsense, too
5. This game is just a torture (checkpoints are driving me crazy when I am middle of the game it just restarts again when I die)
6. Not scary at all, I bought this game because it is an horror game but I haven't frightened at all. Horror parts are just a cheap
tricks.
7. Load screens are freaking looong. It lasts almost 6-7 seconds and belive if you are playing this game you are going to die alot.

Those are my personal thoughts about this game and it is a relief that I can write my ideas about this game maybe I have flamed
alot. Truth to be told, I regret every second I have spend while I am playing this pointless game.. plan and simple, its a great
game, really easy to pick up and play, literally dont know what more to say....

if you dont have this game already, you should probably buy it already, its worth the $$ trust me!!
14151789 out of 10 would certainly play again. absolute weeb trash

only pair with kawaii decal
10\/10. a complete waste of every penny spent.
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